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The recent explosion in data sizes manipulated by distributed
scientic applications has prompted the need to develop spe-
cialized storage systems capable to deal with specic access
patterns in a scalable fashion. In this context, a large class of
applications focuses on parallel array processing: small parts
of huge multi-dimensional arrays are concurrently accessed
by a large number of clients, both for reading and writing.
A specialized storage system that deals with such an access
pattern faces several challenges at the level of data/meta-
data management. We introduce Pyramid, an active array-
oriented storage system that addresses these challenges. Ex-
perimental evaluation demonstrates substantial scalability
improvements brought by Pyramid with respect to state-of-
art approaches both in weak and strong scaling scenarios,
with gains of 100% to 150%.
1. INTRODUCTION
We are witnessing a rapidly increasing number of application
areas generating and processing very large volumes of data
on a regular basis. Such applications, called data-intensive,
are now present in a variety of disciplines including astron-
omy, biology, physics, oceanography, atmospheric sciences,
where the amounts of data to be managed have reached the
exa-scale. In this context, the scalability of data manage-
ment becomes a critical issue, as it aects the performance
of the whole application.
Many established storage solutions such as parallel le sys-
tems and database management systems strive to achieve
high-performance at large-scale, however one major di-
culty is to achieve performance scalability of data accesses
under concurrency. One limitation comes from the fact that
most existing solutions expose data access models (e.g. le
systems, structured databases) that are too general and do
not exactly match the natural requirements of the applica-
tion. This forces the application developer to either adapt
to the exposed data access model or to use an intermedi-
ate layer that performs a translation. In either case, this
mismatch leads to suboptimal data management: as noted
in [16], the one-storage-solution-ts-all-needs has reached its
limits.
The situation described above highlights an increasing need
to specialize the I/O stack to match the requirements of the
applications. In scientic computing, of particular interest
is a large class of applications that represent and manipu-
late data as huge multi-dimensional arrays [13]. Such ap-
plications typically consist of a large number of distributed
workers that concurrently process subdomains of those ar-
rays. This context highlights two important requirements.
The rst one is the ability of the I/O system to sustain a high
throughput for parallel subdomain processing. The second
important requirement in this context regards versioning:
according to [15], scientic applications often need to access
past snapshots of the data. This can be useful in several
scenarios that could be identied in data-intensive applica-
tions. One possible goal is to provide an ecient means
for visualizing a phenomenon as it progresses in time. An-
other example is to enable ecient data post-processing, for
instance to compute statistics on the evolution of that phe-
nomenon.
In this paper we address both requirements mentioned above.
We propose Pyramid, a specialized array-oriented storage
manager optimized for parallel array processing.
Relationship to authors’ previous work. Pyramid is in-
spired by BlobSeer [11, 17], a versioning-oriented storage
system specically optimized to sustain a high throughput
under concurrency. BlobSeer focuses on unstructured Bi-
nary Large OBjects (BLOBs) that represent linear address-
ing spaces, whereas Pyramid builds on similar design princi-
ples to specically address the case multi-dimensional data.
Pyramid also introduces several new features. A preliminary
description and evaluation of Pyramid was rst introduced
in [18]. This paper extends [18] with more detailed descrip-
tions and more thorough experiments.
Contributions. Our contributions can be summarized as
follows: (1) we introduce a dedicated array-oriented data ac-
cess model that oers support for active storage and version-
ing; (2) we enrich striping techniques specically optimized
for multi-dimensional arrays [12] with a distributed meta-
data management scheme that avoids potential I/O bottle-
necks observed with centralized approaches; (3) we evaluate
Pyramid for highly concurrent data access patterns, comple-
menting weak scalability results reported in [18] with new
experiments that evaluate strong scalability.
2. RELATEDWORK
SciDB [3, 15] is an eort to design an open-source database
system for scientic data analytics. SciDB departs from
the relational database model, oering an array-oriented
database model that specically targets multi-dimensional
data. Notably, SciDB proposes two features that are crucial
in scientic data analytics: multi-dimensional aware data
striping and data versioning. However, a concrete solution
to implement these features is still on-going work. Further-
more, with the upcoming exa-scale age, scalable metadata
management becomes a critical issue that is insuciently
addressed by SciDB. Our approach aims to address these
limitations.
Emad et al. introduced ArrayStore [14], a storage man-
ager for complex, parallel array processing. Similarly to
SciDB, ArrayStore partitions large arrays into chunks and
stores them in a distributed fashion. ArrayStore organizes
metadata as R-trees, which are maintained in a centralized
fashion. At large scale, this inevitably leads a bottleneck
with respect to the scalability of metadata access, because
it places a limit on the number of metadata queries that can
be served concurrently. Furthermore, ArrayStore is only de-
signed as a read-only storage system. The authors acknowl-
edge that ArrayStore was not optimized to handle updates
to multi-dimensional data: this scenario can cause signi-
cant performance degradation due to design focus on read
performance. Unlike ArrayStore, our Pyramid approach is
designed to eciently support workloads that consist of any
mix of concurrent reads and writes.
3. REQUIREMENTS
In this section we discuss the main challenges and require-
ments that array-oriented storage systems need to address
in our view.
Specialized array-oriented storage model. Traditionally,
the I/O stack used on high performance computing infras-
tructure consists of three layers. The lowest layer is the
parallel le system. It is responsible to aggregate the stor-
age space of dedicated storage resources in a single common
pool, which is exposed to higher layers using a le access
model, typically POSIX [2]. This le access model is lever-
aged by the I/O middleware (such as MPI-I/O [6]), the layer
directly on top of the parallel le system. It is specically de-
signed to to coordinate and optimize the parallel access pat-
terns of HPC applications, acting as a bridge between these
recurring patterns and the more generic le-oriented I/O ac-
cess model. At this level, data is still in a raw form and has
no structure attached to it. Since most HPC-oriented ap-
plications do not directly work with raw data but tend to
associate a multi-dimensional structure to it, a third layer
in form of an I/O library (such as [9, 1, 10]) provides the
necessary mechanisms to attach structure to the data an to
perform multi-dimensional queries and updates to it.
A major problem with this traditional three-layered I/O
stack is the existence of a mismatch between the access mod-
els expected at the lower layers. The I/O of the application
is funneled from the highest layer down to the parallel le
system, at each step going through a translation process
that is necessary in order to adapt to the expected access
model. These access models (i.e. POSIX and MPI-I/O) and
designed to handle the worst-case scenarios for conicts, syn-
chronization, and coherence of data that is represented in a
linear fashion, ignoring the original structure and purpose of
the I/O. Thus, the translation process between the layers be-
comes very costly and incurs a major performance overhead.
Although a stack-based design has its advantages (i.e. it is
easier to design and to develop independently), in [8] it has
been pointed out that it has limited potential for scalability
at exa-scale.
To alleviate this problem, we argue in favor of a special-
ized storage system that is designed from scratch to directly
match the I/O needs of the application. Such a design ef-
fectively \shortcuts" through the I/O stack and gains di-
rect control over the storage resources, setting it free from
any unnecessary constraints and enabling it to take more in-
formed decisions, which in turn provides better optimization
opportunities.
Versioning. Data versioning is a feature that is increasingly
needed by users of scientic applications, because of several
reasons.
First, it provides a convenient tool to explore the history of
changes to a dataset and at the same time avoids unneces-
sary data duplication by saving incremental dierences only.
This is a scenario frequently encountered during the simu-
lation of scientic phenomena, where the result of each it-
eration usually corresponds to the changes in time observed
during the simulation. In such scenarios, changes are often
localized and aect only small parts of the data, making a
full output of the state at each iteration both inecient and
dicult to track.
Second, versioning facilitates sharing of data sets among
multiple users. For example, consider a globally shared data
set that is used as input for a series of experiments, each of
which is performed by a dierent scientist that is interested
to manipulate the data in a dierent fashion. In such a sce-
nario, users want their own view of the data set. A simple
solution to this problem is to create a full copy of the data
set for each user. However, such an approach is expensive
both in terms of performance and storage utilization. Using
versioning, the illusion of a dedicated copy can be easily cre-
ated for each user, while internally optimizing performance
and resource utilization.
Finally, versioning is a key tool that enables keeping track
of data provenance [5]. This is becoming a critical issue in
scientic communities, as external data sources are increas-
ingly relied upon as an input to scientic applications. In
this context, it is important to be able to track the whole
I/O workow that produced a data set through all transfor-
mations, analyzes, and interpretations, which enables better
management, sharing and reuse of data in a reliable fashion.
High performance under concurrent access. To process
a huge amount of data in a timely fashion, scientic applica-
tions are usually distributed at large scale. With increasing
scale, concurrent I/O operations on shared data sets suer
performance degradation. This eect is particularly notice-
able when data needs not only be read, but also written.
Such workloads are increasingly noticeable in scientic ap-
plications, as they gain in complexity and funnel the data
thorough more elaborate workows.
Thus, it is important to design a storage system that is able
to sustain a high data access throughputs under concurrency,
both for reading and writing.
4. GENERAL DESIGN
Our approach relies on a series of key design principles:
Array versioning. At the core of our approach is the idea of
representing data updates using immutable data and meta-
data. Whenever a multi-dimensional array needs to be up-
dated, the aected cells are never overwritten, but rather
a new snapshot of the whole array is created, into which
the update is applied. In order to oer the illusion of fully-
independent arrays with minimal overhead in both storage
space utilization and performance, we rely on dierential
updates: only the modied cells are stored for each new
snapshot. Any unmodied data or metadata is shared be-
tween the new snapshot and the previous snapshots. The
metadata of the new snapshot is generated in such way that
it seamlessly interleaves with the metadata of the previous
snapshots to create incremental snapshots that look and act
at application level as independent arrays.
Active storage support. Many datacenters nowadays are
made of machines equipped with commodity hardware that
often act as both storage elements and compute elements.
In this context, it is highly desirable to be able to move the
computation to the data rather than the other way around,
for two reasons: (1) it conserves bandwidth, which is es-
pecially important when data transfers are expensive (e.g.
because of cost concerns or because of high latency / low
bandwidth); (2) it enables better workload parallelization,
as part of the work can be delegated to the storage elements
(e.g. post-processing lters, compression, etc.).
Versioning array-oriented access interface. We propose
an interface to multi-dimensional data that is specically
designed to enable ne-grained versioning access to subdo-
mains while oering the features mentioned above.
id = CREATE(n, sizes[], defval)
creates a n-dimensional array identied by id and spanning
sizes[i] cells in each dimension 0  i < n. By convention, the
initial snapshot associated to the array has version number
0 and all cells are lled with the default initial value defval.
This is a lazy initialization: no data and metadata is added
until some cells of the array are actually updated.
READ(id, v, osets[], sizes[], buer)
reads a subdomain from the snapshot v of the array id. The
subdomain is delimited by osets[i] and spans sizes[i] cells in
each dimension 0  i < n. The contents of the subdomain
is stored in the local memory region buer.
w = WRITE(id, osets[], sizes[], buer)
writes the content of the local memory region buer to the
cells of the subdomain delimited by osets[i] and sizes[i] in
each dimension 0  i < n of the array id. The result is a
new snapshot whose version number is w.
w = SEND COMPUTATION(id, v, osets[], sizes[], f)
applies function f to all cells of the subdomain delimited
by osets[i] and sizes[i] in each dimension 0  i < n. The
result is a new snapshot whose version number is w. The
computation is performed remotely on the storage elements
and involves no additional data transfers.
Multi-dimensional aware data chunking. Chunking is a
standard approach to reduce contention for parallel accesses
to multi-dimensional data [12]. The core idea is very simple:
split the array into chunks and distribute them among the
storage elements, which results in a distribution of the I/O
workload.
In this context, the partitioning scheme plays a crucial role:
under unfavorable conditions, read and write queries may
generate \strided" access patterns (i.e. access small parts
from a large number of chunks), which has a negative impact
on performance. To reduce this eect, we propose to split
the array into subdomains that are equally sized in each
dimension. Using this approach, the neighbors of cells have
a higher chance of residing in the same chunk irrespective of
the query type, which greatly limits the number of chunks
that need to be accessed.
Furthermore, this scheme brings an important advantage
for active storage: since data is distributed among multiple
storage elements, so does any computation that is sent to
the data, leading to an ecient implicit parallelization.
Lock-free, distributed chunk indexing. Data is striped
and stored in a distributed fashion, which implies that ad-
ditional metadata is necessary to describe the composition
of arrays in terms of chunks and where these chunks can be
found.
The problem of building spatial indexes has been studied ex-
tensively, with several specialized data structures proposed:
R-trees, xd-trees, quad-trees, etc. Most of these structures
were originally designed and later optimized for centralized
management.
However, a centralized metadata management scheme limits
scalability as in distributed le systems. Even in the situ-
ation when enough storage is available for storage of meta-
data, the metadata server can quickly become a bottleneck
when attempting to serve a large number of clients simulta-
neously.
Thus, it is important to implement a distributed metadata
management scheme. To this end, we propose a distributed
quad-tree like structure that is used to index the chunk lay-
out and is specically optimized for concurrent updates. Our
scheme takes advantage of the fact that data and metadata
remains immutable in order to eciently handle concurrent
metadata updates without locking.
5. PYRAMID
This section introduces Pyramid, a complete storage solu-
tion for multi-dimensional data that is based on the design
principles presented in Section 4.
5.1 Architecture
Pyramid is a distributed system consisting of the following
components:
Version managers are the core of Pyramid. They coordinate
the process of assigning new snapshot versions for concurrent
writes such that total ordering is guaranteed. At the same
time, they wait for the moment when snapshots are consis-
tent and expose them to the readers in an atomic fashion.
Pyramid can be congured to use multiple version managers
that collaborate to achieve the aforementioned objectives in
a distributed fashion. This design favors scalability and fault
tolerance over centralized approaches.
Metadata managers implement the distributed quad-trees
introduced in the previous section. They are responsible
for instructing the clients what chunks to fetch from what
location for any given subdomain.
Active storage servers physically store chunks generated by
creating new arrays or updating existing arrays. An active
storage server can also execute handler functions assigned
to each object.
A storage manager is in charge of monitoring all available
storage servers and schedule the placement of newly created
chunks based on the monitoring information.
5.2 Zoom on chunk indexing
In Section 4 we argued in favor of a distributed chunk index-
ing scheme that leverages versioning to avoid potentially ex-
pensive locking under concurrency. In this section we briey
describe how to achieve this objective by introducing a dis-
tributed tree structure that is specically designed to take
advantage of the fact that data and metadata remains im-
mutable.
Our solution generalizes the metadata management proposed
in [11], which relies on the same principle to achieve high
metadata scalability under concurrency. For simplicity, we
illustrate our approach for a two-dimensional array in the
rest of this section, a case that corresponds to a quad-tree
(i.e. each inner node has four children). The same approach
can be easily generalized for an arbitrary number of dimen-
sions.
Structure of the distributed quad-tree. We make use of
a partitioning scheme that recursively splits the initial two-
dimensional array into four subdomains, each correspond-
ing to one of the four quadrants: Upper-Left (UL), Upper-
Right (UR), Bottom-Left (BL), Bottom-Right (BR). This
process continues until a subdomain size is reached that is
small enough to justify storing the entire subdomain as a
single chunk. To each subdomain obtained in this fashion,
we associate a tree node (said to \cover" the subdomain)
as follows: the leaves cover single chunks (i.e. they hold
information about what storage servers store the chunks),
the inner nodes have four children and cover the subdomain
formed by the quadrants (i.e. UL, UR, BL, BR), while the
root covers the whole array.
All tree nodes are labeled with a version number (initially 0)
that corresponds to the snapshot to which they belong. Up-
dates to the array generate new snapshots with increasing
version numbers. Inner nodes may have as children nodes
that are labeled with a smaller version number, which eec-
tively enables sharing of unmodied data and their whole
corresponding sub-trees between snapshots. Figure 1 illus-
trates this for an initial version of the array to which an
update is applied.
Since tree nodes are immutable, they are uniquely identi-
ed by the version number and the subdomain they cover.
Based on this fact, we store the resulting tree nodes per-
sistently in a distributed fashion, using a Distributed Hash
Table (DHT) maintained by the metadata managers: for
each tree node a corresponding key-value pair is generated
and added. Thanks to the DHT, accesses to the quad-tree
are distributed under concurrency, which eliminates meta-
data bottlenecks present in centralized approaches.
Read metadata. A read query descends into the quad tree
in a top-down fashion: starting from the root, it recursively
visits all quadrants that cover the requested subdomain of
the read query until all involved chunks are discovered. Once
this step has completed, the chunks are fetched from the cor-
responding storage servers and brought locally. Note that
the tree nodes remain immutable, which enables reads to
proceed in parallel with writes, without the need to syn-
chronize quad tree accesses.
Write queries. A write query rst sends the chunks to the
corresponding storage servers and then builds the quad-tree
associated to the new snapshot of the array. This is a
bottom-up process: rst the new leaves are added in the
DHT, followed by the inner nodes up to the root. For each
inner node, the four children are established: some may be-
long to earlier snapshots. Under a concurrent write access
pattern, this scheme apparently implies a synchronization of
the quad-tree generation, because of inter-dependencies be-
tween tree nodes. However, we avoid such a synchronization
by feeding additional information about the other concur-
rent writers during the quad-tree generation. This enables
each writer to \predict" what tree nodes will be generated
by the other writers and use those tree nodes as children if
necessary, under the assumption that the missing children
will be eventually added to the DHT by the other writers.
Consistency semantics. Since readers always access snap-
shots explicitly specied by the snapshot version, they are
completely separated from the writers. Writers do not ac-
cess any explicitly specied snapshot but can be thought
of accessing an implicit virtual snapshot, which intuitively
represents the most recent view of the multi-dimensional do-
main. Concurrent writes are guaranteed to be atomic and
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Figure 1: Metadata quad-trees by example: two chunks (dark color) of an initial array (partitioned according
to the left gure) are updated, leading to the additional tree nodes and their links represented in the right
gure.
Figure 2: Total ordering of two concurrent updates:
snapshots are published in the order in which the
data was written in order to guarantee metadata
consistency
totally ordered from the user point of view. This guaran-
tee is enforced by the version managers, responsible to delay
the publication of the new snapshots until the moment when
all metadata is consistent readers can safely access the new
snapshots.
An example of how this works is depicted in Figure 2. Client 2
nishes writing data faster than client 1 and thus generates
a snapshot that precedes the snapshot of client 1. However,
client 2 is slower at writing the metadata. Thus, the meta-
data of client 1 has dependencies on client 2 and neither of
them can be safely accessed before client 2 nishes writing
the metadata. When this happens, the version managers
publish both the snapshot of client 1 and the snapshot of
client 2 in an atomic fashion, eectively enabling the read-
ers to access both snapshots.
6. EVALUATION
We evaluated Pyramid through a set of experiments on the
Grid'5000 [7] testbed that aims to evaluate both the perfor-
mance and the scalability of our approach under concurrent
accesses. To this end, we simulated a common access pattern
exhibited by scientic applications: 2D array dicing. This
access pattern involves a large number of processes that read
and write distinct parts of the same large array in parallel.
We focus on two settings: a weak scalability setting and a
strong scalability setting. In the weak scalability setting, we
keep the size of the subdomain that each client process ac-
cesses constant, while increasing the number of concurrent
clients. In the strong scalability setting, we keep the total
size of array constant while increasing the number of con-
current processes that access increasingly smaller parts of
the array.
Each setting uses at most 140 nodes of the Graphene clus-
ter. We dedicated 64 nodes to deploy our client processes
while the rest of the nodes are used to deploy Pyramid in the
following conguration: 1 version manager, 1 storage man-
ager. We co-deployed on the 74 remaining nodes a metadata
manager together with and active storage provider. We then
compare Pyramid to the case when a standard parallel le
system is used to store the whole array as a single sequence
of bytes in a le. To this end, we deployed an instance of
PVFS2 [4] on the same 76 nodes used to evaluate Pyramid.
Weak Scalability. In this setting, each process reads and
writes a 1 GB large subdomain that consists of 32x32 chunks
(i.e. 1024x1024 bytes for each chunk). We start with an
array that holds a single such subdomain (i.e. it corresponds
to a single process) and gradually increase its size to 2x2,
3x3, ... 7x7 subdomains (which corresponds to 4, 9, ... 49
parallel processes).
Results are shown in Figure 3. As can be observed, the
throughput reaches 80 MB/s for one single client, demon-
strating high performance even for ne granularity decom-
positions. Furthermore, with increasing number of concur-
rent clients, the aggregated throughput grows steadily up
to 2.1 GB/s, which represents an increase of about 100%
over PVFS. This demonstrates a much better scalability of
our approach, which is a consequence of both the multi-
dimensional aware data striping and the distributed meta-
data management. On the other hand, the scalability of
PVFS2 suers because the array is represented as a single
sequence of bytes, which leads to ne-grain, strided access
patterns.
Strong scalability. In this setting, the domain size is xed
at 64 GB (1024x1024 chunks). We start with one single
process and gradually increase the number of processes up


























Figure 3: Weak scalability: xed subdomain size,


























Figure 4: Strong scalability: xed total domain
size, increasing number of client processes
8x8. In this case, the size of the subdomain for each client
depends on the number of concurrent processes.
As can be observed in Figure 4, our approach demonstrates
much higher strong scalability than PVFS for both read and
write workloads. More specically, both Pyramid and PVFS
sustain a similar throughput for 1 process, both for read and
write workloads. However, when increasing the number of
concurrent processes, unlike for our approach, the curves
corresponding to PVFS rapidly atten. In the extreme case
of 64 concurrent processes, Pyramid is able to sustain a to-
tal aggregated throughput of more than 2.5 GB/s, which
represents an increase of over 150% over PVFS.
7. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced Pyramid, an array-oriented storage system
that oers support for active storage and versioning. Through
striping techniques specically optimized for multi-dimensional
arrays combined with a distributed metadata management
scheme, our approach addresses the I/O requirements of
scalable I/O parallel processing and avoids the I/O bottle-
necks observed with centralized approaches.
Preliminary evaluation shows promising results: our proto-
type demonstrates good performance and scalability under
concurrency, both for read and write workloads. In terms
of weak scalability of aggregated throughput, Pyramid out-
performs PVFS by 100%. As regards strong scalability, the
gain over PVFS reaches 150% for 64 concurrent processes,
for a total aggregated throughput of more than 2.5 GB/s.
In future work, we plan to explore the possibility of using
Pyramid as a storage backend for SciDB [3] and HDF5 [1].
This direction has a high potential to improve I/O through-
put while keeping compatibility with standardized data ac-
cess interfaces. Another promising direction for our ap-
proach are scientic applications that process arrays at dif-
ferent resolutions: many times whole subdomains (e.g. zero-
lled regions) can be characterized by simple summary infor-
mation. In this context, our distributed metadata scheme
can be enriched to hold such summary information about
the subdomains in the tree nodes, which can be relied upon
to avoid deeper ne-grain accesses when possible.
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